
Awakening Your Sensing Body:
A Continuum Workshop

with Gael Rosewood

September 29, 30 & October 1
Durham, North Carolina

   The body is a scribe on this life’s journey from spirit through the material world, 
recording our multidimensional awareness and reactions. When these physical imprints 
remain unconscious they act as impediments, imbalances or conflicts. As we become 
present to the fullness of our experience, our mind, body, emotions and imagination move 
in concert with the artful discovery of our true and ever changing self.
   Our electronic age has subverted a basic engagement with the elemental energies of life. 
This pervasive cultural experience demands a speed of response that limits us to patterned, 
repetitive and linear movements. For all of our material comforts, the ‘flight/fight’ aspect of 
our nervous system is exacting a high price in ambient stress, anxiety and the loss of 
sensuality in everyday being.
   Continuum as a movement practice provides the tools to go beyond the limitations of the 
cultural view of body and self, opening our perception to a lived experience that is rooted 
in our immediate sensate world. This inquiry explores a premise that the fluid within our 
bodies, planet, and universe functions as a resonant stream of bio-intelligence. As we 
cultivate our experience of belonging to the innate fluidity of life, we begin to reclaim our 
primal birthright to embody pleasure and wholeness. Fluid movement is a nourishment for 
passion as well as health and harmony.
Our bodies need these times of immersion, tending and listening away from daily routines 
in order to allow new perceptions to be born.

This workshop will explore:
• your ability to participate in the restoration and development of mutability, adaptability, 

fluidity, and ease of movement
 • finding your vital and exhilarated self via breath, sound and movement impulses

  • allows your body the needed time of immersion, tending and listening away from daily 
routines in order to allow new perceptions to arrive

Gael Rosewood has been an ongoing student of Continuum ever since she met Emilie 
Conrad and Susan Harper in 1978. She has taught Continuum for 18 years and combines 
this with her private practice as a practitioner of Structural Integration.                            
For more information about Gael, go to; http://www.gaelrosewood.com/

   
Details: Fee: $325

     Times: Friday, September 29  12 - 6pm; Saturday, September 30  10am - 5pm;     
Sunday, October 1   11am - 5pm

  Location:  Shared Visions Retreat Center, 3717 Murphy School Road, Durham, NC 27705

        To register, contact Sabine Mead at resonantbody@me.com or at  919-606-9642
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